Abstract. We propose a formal framework for designing hybrid systems by stepwise re nement. Starting with a speci cation in hybrid temporal logic, we make successively more transitions explicit until we obtain an executable system.
Introduction
We present the foundations of a methodology for the systematic development of hybrid systems. As high-level speci cation language, we suggest Abstract Phase Transition Systems (apts's). The behavior of an apts consists of a sequence of phases, and each phase may be described implicitly by temporal constraints. For this purpose we introduce Hybrid Temporal Logic (htl), a hybrid extension of interval temporal logic. The notion of one apts re ning (implementing) another is de ned, and corresponds to inclusion between the sets of behaviors allowed by each system. We also propose a criterion for judging an apts to be executable, i.e., directly implementable on available architectures. A development sequence, then, is envisioned to start at a high-level implicit apts, which is re ned by a sequence of steps into an executable apts. Ultimately, each re nement step ought to be accompanied by veri cation.
Hybrid Temporal Logic
The behavior of a hybrid system is modeled by a function that assigns to each real-numbered time a system state, i.e., values for all system variables. We require that, at each point, the behavior function has a limit from the left and a limit from the right. Discontinuities are points where the two limits di er. We assume the following uncertainty principle: limits of function values (de ned over nonsingular intervals) are observable; individual function values (at singular points) are not observable | that is, we cannot know (and do not care) if at a discontinuity the function value coincides with the limit from the left or the limit from the right.
To specify properties of behavior functions, we use an interval temporal logic with a chop operator denoted by semicolon ?]. Consistent with our interpretation of behavior functions, only limits and derivatives of the behavior function can be constrained by atomic formulas; individual function values cannot appear in speci cations.
Semantics
Let R be the set of real numbers. A state : V ! R is a type-consistent interpretation of the variables in V (i.e., boolean variables may only be interpreted as 0 or 1, and a similar restriction holds for integer variables). We write V for the set of states.
Time is modeled by the nonnegative real line R + . An open interval (a; b), where a; b 2 R + and a < b, is the set of points t 2 R + such that a < t < b; in particular, we consider only open intervals that are nonempty and bounded. Let I = (a; b) be an open interval. A function f : I ! R is piecewise smooth on I if at a, the right limit and all right derivatives of f exist; at all points t 2 I, the right and left limits and all right and left derivatives of f exist, and f is continuous either from the right or from the left; at b, the left limit and all left derivatives of f exist. Two functions f; g : I ! R are indistinguishable on I if they agree on almost all (i.e., all but nitely many) points t 2 I. Thus, if two piecewise smooth functions are indistinguishable on the open interval I, then they agree on all limits and derivatives throughout I, on the right limit and right derivatives at a, and on the left limit and left derivatives at b.
A phase P = (b; f) over V is a pair consisting of 1. a positive real number b > 0, the length of P, and 2. a type-consistent family f = ff x j x 2 V g of functions f x : I ! R that are piecewise smooth on the open interval I = (0; b) and assign to each point t 2 I a value for the variable x 2 V . It follows that the phase P assigns to every real-valued time t 2 I a state f(t) 2 V . Furthermore, the right limit of f at 0 and the left limit of f at b are de ned. We write ? P = lim t!0 ff(t) j 0 < t < bg for the left limiting state ? P 2 V of the phase P, and ? ! P = lim t!b ff(t) j 0 < t < bg for the right limiting state ? ! P 2 V of P. Let P 1 = (b; f) and P 2 = (c; g) be two phases. The phases P 1 and P 2 are indistinguishable (equivalent) if b = c and for all variables x 2 V , the two functions f x and g x are indistinguishable on the open interval (0; b). The phase P 2 is a subphase of P 1 at position a, where 0 a < b, if a + c b and for all 0 < t < c, g(t) = f(a + t). If a = 0, then P 2 is a leftmost subphase of P 1 ; if a = b?c, a rightmost subphase. The two phases P 1 and P 2 partition a third phase P = (d; h) if d = b + c, P 1 is a leftmost subphase of P, and P 2 is a rightmost subphase of P. Notice that since P is a phase, for all variables x 2 V , at b the function h x is continuous either from the right or from the left. Hence, if P 1 and P 2 partition P, then the value h x (b) is either the right limit of f x at b or the left limit of g x at 0. It follows that there are several phases that are partitioned by the two phases P 1 and P 2 . All of these phases, however, are indistinguishable, because they disagree at most at b.
The formulas of hybrid temporal logic are interpreted over phases. A phase P = (b; f) satis es the hybrid temporal formula , denoted P j = , according to the following inductive de nition: P j = i the local formula evaluates to true, where { ?
x is interpreted as the right limit of f x at 0, ? P j = 1 _ 2 i P j = 1 or P j = 2 . P j = 1 ; 2 i there are two phases P 1 and P 2 that partition P such that P 1 j = 1 and P 2 j = 2 . P j = 8x: i P 0 j = for all phases P 0 = (b; f 0 ) that di er from P at most in the interpretation f 0 x of x.
Notice that right limits and right derivatives are applied at the left end of a phase, while left limits and left derivatives are applied at the right end. Also observe that if two phases P 1 and P 2 are indistinguishable, then P 1 j = i P 2 j = ; that is, htl-formulas cannot distinguish between phases that di er only at nitely many points.
Sample formulas
It is convenient to de ne abbreviations for common temporal formulas. Thus we can express that all subphases of a phase satisfy :
2 stands for :3: We now de ne temporal until and unless operators over a phase P. The until formula 1 U 2 asserts that the phase P can be partitioned into two subphases P 1 (which may be empty) and P 2 such that 1 holds throughout P 1 and 2 holds on a leftmost subphase of P 2 ; the unless formula 1 W 2 asserts that either 1 holds throughout the phase P, or P satis es 1 U 2 :
1 U 2 stands for (< 2 ) _ (2 1 ); (< 2 ) 1 W 2 stands for (2 1 ) _ ( 1 U 2 ) The following formula asserts that the variable u 2 V is rigid on a phase; that is, the function f u is constant throughout the phase: u 2 Rigid stands for 2( ? ! u = ? u )
Using rigid variables, we can specify that a function is continuous, and that its rst derivative is continuous throughout a phase:
x 2 C 0 stands for 8u; v 2 Rigid:
x 2 C 1 stands for x 2 C 0^8 u; v 2 Rigid: h
The formula x 2 C 0 requires that for any partition of a phase P into two subphases, the left and right limits of x at the point of partitioning coincide; the formula x 2 C 1 adds the analogous requirement for the rst derivatives of x.
From now on, we shall write x and _ x synonymous for the right limit ?
x and the right derivative x , respectively. This convention allows us to read a state formula as a hybrid temporal formula, namely, as the local formula ? . 
Abstract phase transition systems
An abstract phase transition system (apts) S = (V; P; P 0 ; P F ; T ) consists of ve components: 1. A nite set V of state variables. 2. A set P of phases over V . 3. A set P 0 P of initial phases. 4. A set P F P of nal phases. 5. A set T of transitions. Each transition 2 T is a binary relation on the phases in P,
i.e., P 2 . A phase sequence is a nite or in nite sequence of phases. Let P = P 0 ; P 1 ; : : :P n be a nite phase sequence with P i = (b i ; f i ) for all 0 i n. The nite phase sequence P partitions a phase P = (b; f) if b = P 0 i n b i and for all 0 i n, P i is a subphase of P at position P 0 j<i b j . The nite phase sequence P can thus be viewed as a set of indistinguishable phases, namely, those phases that are partitioned by P. Consequently, we may interpret htl-formulas over nite phase sequences. The nite phase sequence P satis es the hybrid temporal formula , denoted P j = , if some phase that is partitioned by P satis es .
Two nite phase sequences P 1 and P 2 are equivalent if there are two indistinguishable phases P 1 and P 2 such that P 1 partitions P 1 and P 2 partitions P 2 . It follows that all equivalence classes of nite state sequences are closed under stuttering: if a phase P i of the nite phase sequence P is split into two phases P 0 and P 00 that partition P i , the resulting nite phase sequence P 0 ; : : :P i?1 ; P 0 ; P 00 ; P i+1 ; : : :P n is equivalent to P .
Let P = P 0 ; P 1 ; P 2 ; : : : be an in nite phase sequence with P i = (b i ; f i ) for all i 0. The in nite phase sequence P diverges if the in nite sum P i 0 b i of phase lengths diverges, i.e., for all nonnegative reals t 2 R + there is an integer n 0 such that t < P 0 i n b i . A nite phase sequence P is a run fragment of the apts S if P is equivalent to a nite phase sequence P 0 ; P 1 ; : : :P n that satis es three conditions: Initiality P 0 2 P 0 . Continuous activities For all 0 i n, P i 2 P. Discrete transitions For all 0 i < n, there is a transition 2 T such that (P i ; P i+1 ) 2 .
The run fragment P is complete if P n 2 P F .
An in nite phase sequence P is a run (computation) of the apts S if Safety All nite pre xes of P are run fragments of S. Liveness P diverges.
The apts S satis es a hybrid temporal formula , written S j = , if all run fragments of S satisfy . A nite set E of edges between the locations in L. Each edge e 2 E is labeled by a guarded command (e) = ( ! ), where is a state formula over the variables in V D (the guard of e) and is an assignment to some of the variables in V D . The atg A de nes the apts S A = (V; P;P 0 ; P F ; T ): 5. For each edge e 2 E, T contains a transition e P 2 . Let`1;`2 2 L be the source and target locations of the edge e, and let and be the guard and assignment associated with e. Then (P 1 ; P 2 ) 2 e i P 1 j = ( ? ! =`1)^? ! P 2 j = ( =`2) and ? P 2 results from ? ! P 1 by executing the assignment .
Speci cations
An atg with a single location is called a speci cation.
Consider, for example, the speci cation b
A presented in Figure ? ?. We point out that the speci cation describes both the actions of the controller (giving commands to open and close the valve) and the response of the controlled environment (valve closing and opening and water level rising and falling). When specifying controllers, the set of data variables V D = V C V E of an atg can be partitioned into a set V C of controlled variables, which may be modi ed by the controller, and a set V E of environment variables, which vary according to the laws of physics. In our example, the switch com is a controlled variable, while the valve v and water level w are environment variables. Note, however, that the equations for the behavior of environment variable v are in uenced by the value of the controlled variable com.
Stepwise Re nement
Let S 1 and S 2 be two apts's over the sets V 1 and V 2 of state variables, respectively. The apts S 1 re nes the apts S 2 if V 2 V 1 and the projection of every run of S 1 to the variables in V 2 is a run of S 2 .
Hierarchical activity transition graphs
An apts that is given by an atg can be re ned by expanding activities | i.e., hybrid temporal formulas labeling locations | into atg's. Thus we obtain hierarchical (nested) activity transition graphs (hatg's), which are de ned inductively:
1. Every atg is an hatg.
2. Let B = (V D ; L; E; 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; ) and C`be two hatg's, and let A be the tuple B `:= C`] that results from B by replacing the activity 2 (`) of the location`2 L with the hatg C`. Then C is also an hatg. Every hatg A de nes an apts S A . Roughly speaking, a location`whose activity is de ned by an hatg C`contributes all phase sequences P such that P j = 2( =`) and some extension of P is a complete run fragment of C`. The phase sequence P needs to be extended by data variables that are local to C`and a control variable for C`.
To de ne the apts S A formally, we inductively translate the nested hatg A into a at atg at(A). If A is an atg, then at(A) = A; otherwise A is of the form B `:= C`], for two atg's B = (V D ; L; E; 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; ) and C`= (V`; L`; E`; 1 ; 2 ; 3 ; ). Without loss of generality, we assume that the locations in L and L`are disjoint, and that both B and C are complete graphs (use the guard false to label absent edges). Then the atg at(A) is de ned as follows:
The data variables of at(A) are V D V`. { Each edge (`1;`2) 2 (L ? f`g) 2 is labeled by the guarded command (`1;`2). { Each edge (`1;`2) 2 L 2 is labeled by the guarded command (`1;`2). { For`1 2 (L ? f`g), let (`1;`) = ( ! ). Each edge (`1;`2), with`2 2 L`, is labeled by the guarded command For example, the speci cation b
A of the water level controller can be re ned into the hatg b B presented in Figure ? ?, which separates the phases at which com = on from those at which com = o . The two conjuncts 2( _ w = 8 ? 16 v) and 2(60 w 76), which label the location`, are common to both locations`0 and`1 of the inner graph. Also note that the initial conditions of the inner graph are represented by special entry edges: the initial condition of`0 is true and the initial condition of`1 is false. All nal conditions are, by default, true.
Veri cation conditions
Let B be an atg over the set V D of data variables. A re nement step replaces a hybrid temporal formula de ning the activity of a location`of B with an atg C`. The re nement step is correct if the projection of every run of the resulting two-level hatg B `:= C`] to the variables in V D f g is a run of A. Suppose that the replaced formula is of the form 2 0 . Then the following two conditions su ce to establish the correctness of a re nement step:
1. For every edge of the atg C`labeled by the guarded command ! , the atg B contains a re exive edge from`to`labeled by 0 ! such that the state formula implies the state formula 0 .
2. There exists a state formula over V D such that
The rst condition ensures that all discontinuities of the inner graph C`are admitted by the outer graph B. The proof obligation (i) asserts that the state formula is true in every left limiting state of a phase in which the control of the outer graph B enters the location`. Now let P be a run fragment of the inner graph C`such that is true in the left limiting state of P. The proof obligation (ii) guarantees that the hybrid temporal formula holds over P , and since is of the form 2 0 , it also holds over any continuous segment of P. B. In a future paper, we will present a proof system for verifying that an apts satis es a hybrid temporal formula.
Executability
The re nement of a speci cation typically proceeds in several steps until we reach a hatg A such that the atg at(A) can be directly implemented. The atg B is executable if two conditions are met:
E ectiveness For each hybrid temporal formula de ning an activity of B, the set of models of (i.e., the set of phases that satisfy ) is e ectively computable.
NonZenoness The apts S B is nonZeno: an apts S is nonZeno if every run fragment of S is a nite pre x of a run of S.
The runs of an executable atg can be generated by adding one phase at a time. The e ectiveness condition ensures that, in each state, a stepwise interpreter can compute the set of possible successor phases. The nonZenoness condition ensures that the stepwise interpreter cannot make a nondeterministic choice among the possible successor phases that will result, later on, in a deadlock state from which the system cannot proceed or in a Zeno state from which time cannot diverge ?, ?]. This state is a deadlock state. There is no way to proceed from ? ! P without violating the constraint w 76. The same phase can be reproduced by the system b B.
In Figure ? ? The more important improvement, however, is that the system b C forces the setting of com to on before w rises above 74, and the setting of com to o before w falls below 62. This ensures that the valve starts opening or closing in time to guarantee that w never exceeds the range 60; 76]. Indeed, the system b C cannot deadlock and is, therefore, executable. We say that the hatg B implements the speci cation A if S B re nes S A and B is executable. We will assume that all transitions of an apts can be partitioned into system transitions, which modify only controlled variables, and environment transitions, which modify only environment re nement between two apts's. Let S 1 and S 2 be two apts's over the sets V 1 and V 2 of state variables, respectively, such that V 2 V 1 and V E V 2 is a set of environment variables. The apts S 1 re nes the apts S 2 if 1. The projection of every run of S 1 to the variables in V 2 is a run of S 2 . 2. Every environment transition of S 2 is duplicated in S 1 ; that is, if (P 1 ; P 2 ) is an environment transition of S 2 and the S 1 -phases P 0 1 and P 0 2 are extensions of the S 2 -phases P 1 and P 2 to the variables in V 1 , then (P 0 1 ; P 0 2 ) is a transition of S 1 .
Thus, the re nement of a speci cation must respect all environment transitions that appear in the speci cation.
With this more stringent notion of re nement, the hatg b E no longer re nes the speci cation b D,
because it fails to duplicate the environment transition of b D. In Figure ? ? we present an hatg b 
